CASE STUDY
ARCH CAPITAL GROUP FORGES PARTNERSHIP THAT DELIVERS MANAGED
SERVICES, STABILITY, AND THE POWER TO GROW

E X E C U T I V E S U M M A RY:
Arch Capital Group, a global provider of insurance, reinsurance and mortgage insurance, outgrew
the capabilities of their hosting provider. Their IT team was overwhelmed with the management
tasks their provider didn’t offer, and they needed an always-on environment that could support
customers and staff as their needs evolved. DataBank provided a mix of cloud and managed
services that deliver a secure, high-availability environment for Arch Capital’s website, application,
and databases, freeing their IT team to focus on more strategic tasks that drive the business.

E N G A G E M E N T AT A G L A N C E

Technology
Challenges
• The previous
hosting provider
offered limited
managed services,
and Arch Capital
had outgrown their
capabilities.
• The IT team was
being pulled
from their most
important
projects because
of multiplying
management tasks.
• A stronger
environment with
better uptime was
needed to support
business growth.
• Current
infrastructure
wasn’t scalable.

Solutions
Primary:
•

DataBank Private Cloud hosting
customer’s eCommerce site and
back-end supporting infrastructure,
designed to exceed PCI Compliance
Requirements addressing ~80%
of regulatory controls & reporting
requirements, optimized for
performance, security, and resiliency.
Supporting:

• PaaS Private Cloud
• PCI Compliance
• Geo-distributed SQL Availability
Groups
• Content Delivery Network
• Active Directory
• High Availability with Hot DR
• Scalable, secure, high-performing
environment with maximum uptime

Business
Outcomes
• Managed hosting allows
the IT team to shift
their concentration to
meaningful, innovative
projects.
• Downtime risks were
eliminated, thanks to
a stable, always-on
environment.
• Arch Capital enhanced
their security posture
using managed security
controls & reporting
tools that exceed
~80% of PCI regulatory
compliance standards.
• A primary and
secondary DR failover
location protects the
company from impacts
of potential business
disruptions.

Insurance Company Struggles with
Limitations of Hosting Provider, Seeks
Quality Managed Services and an AlwaysOn Environment for Software Infrastructure
Arch Capital Service, a fast-growing, global provider of
insurance, reinsurance, and mortgage insurance, was
relying on a hosting company with limited managed
services that couldn’t scale with their changing needs.
It was left to Arch’s IT team to handle a number of
management tasks and this consumed time that would
otherwise have been devoted to more strategic initiatives
that would help the company adapt to a rapidly changing
business conditions. Arch recognized it needed an
always-on, secure environment capable of giving staff and
customers the support they deserve.
“The hosting company we were relying on just wasn’t
enough for us anymore. They offered minimum managed
services, and we outgrew their capabilities,” recalled Brice
King, VP – Travel, Arch Capital Group.
The company needed a better solution fast in order to
get ahead of growth. “We knew we needed a data center
partner with a higher level of sophistication and better
managed services on the security and infrastructure side.”

“ We knew we needed a data center partner

with a higher level of sophistication and
better managed services on the security and
infrastructure side.
BRICE KING,
VP – Travel, Arch Capital Group

Choosing a Thorough Managed Services
Provider with Cloud and SQL Know-How,
Plus Room to Grow
It didn’t take much searching for Arch Capital to find the
managed services provider they were looking for. “I knew
I wanted to go with DataBank. I’d interacted with them
prior to changing over and they had a great reputation, so
I was sold immediately,” King said.
The engagement kicked off with a meeting between Arch
Capital and DataBank to determine their business needs
and processes, including end user experience.
“From our side, we engaged our CTO, CIO, VP of Sales,
Senior Solution Architect, Director of Implementations,
engineering team, and account management,” said Yvette
Hamill-Graves, Senior Account Manager, DataBank.
Arch Capital needed data center space for their software
infrastructure, including public facing and internal

“ I was particularly impressed with the way

the DataBank architects involved in our build
created an environment that truly allows us
to run with zero downtime for scheduled
maintenance software updates and DR
failover recovery,”
BRICE KING,
VP – Travel, Arch Capital Group

operational software, as well as data warehousing.
DataBank created a statement of work for the project,
runbooks for future engagement and support, a detailed
project plan, and set off to put the solution in place.
The project involved some unique nuances that called
for proven SQL expertise. Using SQL high availability
roots in two locations in conjunction with a content
delivery network, the DataBank engineering team built
the capability for a seamless DR solution that Arch Capital
would be able to rely on with every SQL server patch or
software release.
“I was particularly impressed with the way the DataBank
architects involved in our build created an environment
that truly allows us to run with zero downtime for
scheduled maintenance software updates and DR failover
recovery,” King recalled.
The implementation itself was seamlessly executed. The
engineering team built out the environment, tested it,
completed a warm transfer of databases, and cut over
from the Arch Capital data center to the DataBank data
center with no downtime.
The end of the engagement delivered a secure, highavailability cloud environment for Arch Capital’s website,
application, and databases.

Arch Capital Achieves the Secure, AlwaysOn Environment Necessary to Support Staff
and Customers, Builds Lasting Partnership
with a People-First Hosting Provider
Today, Arch Capital can operate their environment
securely, with a high degree of uptime and the technical
support that allows their team to keep the environment
stable. The IT team is able to focus on more strategic
tasks that positively impact the business, rather than
every day operational requirements.
By moving from a prior vendor with limited capabilities
to a full-service data center provider with complete cloud
and managed service offerings, Arch Capital has access

to the people-first technology expertise they deserve.
“We chose DataBank in part because our prior vendor just
wasn’t adequate,” King said. “Now, I can talk to a human
being on the phone whenever I need to. It’s a huge part
of the value proposition we’re able to take advantage of.
Not to mention, the level of service and technical skillset
has always been impressive—I’ve never found that with
another hosting provider. It’s a compelling reason to stay
with DataBank and forgo options like AWS or Azure. My IT
team can interact with real people.”
Reliable service delivery, PCI Compliance and SQL
expertise, and the ability to help Arch Capital coordinate
DR failover recovery are just a few of the capabilities
DataBank brought to the partnership. Their team found
the solution built out on the SQL server to be particularly
helpful because of the seamless transition from an
existing data center to DataBank.

SOLUTIONS

PAAS PRIVATE CLOUD

PCI COMPLIANCE

“As Arch Capital’s business needs grow and evolve, we will
continue to partner with them to ensure we’re meeting
those needs going forward. We have a very open dialog
with them, and we will provide recommendations and
options to help them continue to stay secure with optimal
performance,” concluded Hamill-Graves.

A B O U T DATA B A N K :

GEO-DISTRIBUTED SQL
AVAILABILITY GROUPS

CONTENT DELIVERY
NETWORK

DataBank is a leading provider of enterprise-class
data center, cloud, and connectivity services, offering
customers 100% uptime availability of data, applications,
and infrastructure. DataBank’s managed data center
services are anchored in world-class facilities that cater
to today’s network and computing edge – users and
applications in dense but underserved markets.
DataBank provides its suite of services in a truly
hybrid model allowing enterprises to port workloads,
technologies and even contract terms from data center to
data center and from cloud to colocation, with compliance
certifications to meet the most stringent demands. By
evolving the data center experience in this manner, our
customers are able to more effectively manage risk,
improve technology performance and focus on growth.
DataBank is headquartered in the historic former
Federal Reserve Bank Building in downtown Dallas,
TX and has additional data centers in North Dallas,
Minneapolis, Salt Lake City, Cleveland, Pittsburgh,
Atlanta, Baltimore and Kansas City.
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ACTIVE DIRECTORY

HIGH AVAILABILITY
WITH HOT DR

SCALABLE, SECURE,
HIGH-PERFORMING

